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Let us turn back to the concept of
love. In each book a considerable place
must be allotted particularly to that
fundamental concept. For under the
concept of love much of the opposite
is understood. It is correctly pointed
out that love is a leading and creative
principle. It means that love must be
conscious, striving, self-denying. Creativeness requires these conditions.
And if love is marked by self-enfeeblement, disintegration and service to
self, it will not be the highest concept
of humanity, which extols the concept
of achievement. The heart filled to the
brim with love will be active, valiant and will expand to its capacity.
Such a heart may pray without words
and may bathe in Bliss. How greatly
in need is humanity of the realization of the fire of love! To such a fire
will correspond a purple star of the
highest tension.
Agni Yoga Society,Hierarchy, para 280.

There are three fundamental concepts.
The first is Light. Light illuminates your
soul. Light illuminates this Temple. Then
there is the light of knowledge, understanding, the light of penetration, the
lights of analysis and synthesis, and the
light that unites the whole Universe together. That is the first principle. We are

told that the first solar system was created
by the Light. When we say Light, we understand it also as Holy Spirit because the
Holy Spirit inspires knowledge, understanding, profound relationship, and creativity.
The second concept is Love. We are told
that our solar system is created by Love.
The highest principle in this system is
Love. You cannot reach the core of the
Universe with Light or with Willpower.
You must exercise love to reach the core of
the Universe and to reach even your own
core. To reach your own core, you must
have love. To reach the core of other
people, to really understand them, you
need love. Love is the second principle
about which M.M. speaks.
The third fundamental principle is
Willpower. That will be for the next solar
system, and it will be the target of every
living being to reach that Willpower. In
this way, in three solar systems humanity
will develop, will complete, will perfect its
evolution. It is not that you die and go to
hell and heaven. It is continuous development through three fundamental principles: Light, Love, and Power, creating
every kind of activity, feelings, emotions,
actions, thoughts that are in light, through
light, and radiate light. Then you will mix
with it love. Then you will mix it with dediContinued on page 2
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cation, devotion, willpower. These three will make you
slowly, slowly perfect, going round and round and
developing every time, increasing your experience and
your light and your love.
In this solar system we have love and it is a very
important position. Love is equilibrium. Love controls
intellect and willpower. Some people are totally intellect. They are cold and destructive, selfish, separative.
Some people are willpower. They do anything they want
with their willpower without balancing themselves with
the love. But if you have love, you use your intellect
creatively, beneficially. Every kind of thinking that you
do, that thinking is directed to do something good for
other people and for yourself. Without love, willpower
and intellect conflict and destroy the Universe.
Sometimes in ancient books we read that a great
flood came, a great earthquake came, great upheavals
arose, and continents were totally destroyed. If we see
behind this concept, we see that love energy was lacking. For example, this man, this group, this nation, or
this humanity was working on the basis of intellect,
only cold, clear, intellect and not love. Or you can see
in that civilization only willpower: “Let us go destroy.
Let us go and take their possessions. Let us do this!”
There is no love to balance it. Because of this imbalance in the consciousness, the imbalance occurs in the
Nature.
Nature is the replica of our consciousness. This is a
very profound announcement, and sometimes if you
have time think that your life, whatever your life is
now, good and bad, beautiful and ugly, whatever it is,
is the reflection of your consciousness, nothing more.
If you have lots of friends, lots of beauty, lots of love in
you, it is because your consciousness is creating them.
Even your business success is the result of your consciousness. That business will last, will improve and
prosper if your consciousness raises and prospers and
expands in a way that is balanced between Love and
Light and Power.
When we say power, in a human scale we understand it as efforts. You open a business. You think, “This
business must run this way,” and you make a plan.
Then you put your love into it, your enthusiasm into
it, so that this plan will be prosperous. Then you make

efforts to do it. This is how the three aspects or great
concepts, great fundamental concepts are used by you
in everything. Even if you are giving a talk or you are
relating with people, one minute if you have time, if
you have attention, you say, “Is this relationship based
on the equilibrium of the three fundamental aspects
or are they separate?” If you are intellectually relating
to people, love and willpower are lacking. If you relate
to people with intellect and love, there is no power.
When you relate with people with intellect, love, and
willpower, there is the whole so you will be successful.
All these three aspects are in your consciousness. Your
consciousness projects out and accumulates all the elements that will vibrate with the harmony of the three
aspects within your consciousness. That is success, prosperity, health, and happiness.
Let us turn back to the concept of love. This is a very
important way of talking if you penetrate into the esoteric aspects of it. Every great concept that we have
learned, we must try to live. Occasionally we must turn
back to see what it really means because time brings
rust and dust upon great concepts and we must think
after awhile what the love is, what the light is, what the
power is. We eventually build illusions and glamors
about the subject. But occasionally we should turn back
and ask, “Sincerity, I know about it, but what does it
really mean?” If you turn back, you will understand
better. Let us say that twenty years ago you studied
sincerity, but eventually, eventually you became an insincere man because the events of life, the pressures of
life, the business of life forced you to be a little insincere. You lost the key, the clarity, the purity of the concept. What will you do? You are going sometimes to
go back to the fundamental concepts in order to know
really that you know it, that you experience it, that
you live it, because since that time, twenty years ago,
your intellect has grown. You have lots of new experiences and through these experiences and growing intellect you can understand better if you once more turn
back to the mental concept.
What is the fundamental concept? It is love. We all
know love. We have loved each other, kissed each other,
we have done many things with each other, and we
think that that is love. Is there anything behind it, in
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it, the depth of it? Let us turn back.
Sometimes you turn back to clean
the dust that accumulates on the
highest concepts. Do not say, “I
know it.” Do not say, “I remember
it.” Let us go back again and again
to simple, fundamental concepts.
In each book a considerable place
must be allotted particularly to that
fundamental concept. This is very
strange. Whether you are writing
two or twenty books, in each book
allot a place for love, a deeper interpretation, a clearer experience formulated in those pages so that you
lead people to that fundamental
concept, to that fundamental realization. It is so beautiful. It is interesting. There are fourteen books
published from M.M.’s inspiration,
and every book contains maybe
twenty verses about love. In every
book He reminds about the fundamental concept of love because He
says, “If you learn about the Hierarchy, about Shamballa, but you do
not have love, you do not have Hierarchy and Shamballa.”
If I teach Brotherhood to you, if
I teach you OM, but you do not
have love, both are nonsense. In the
Gospel the apostle says the same
thing, “If I speak the language of
angels and understand the whole
Universe but I do not have love, I
am nothing.” It is so beautiful. We
think we understand love and we are
living love and we are experiencing
love. We are so far away from love,
but at least we are trying.
For under the concept of love much
of the opposite is understood. For example, I love my wife and somebody
is interested in my wife so I kill him.

“I love my nation,” and I kill other
nations. It is the opposite which is
interesting. “I love my friend,” and
I build iron bars around him and
limit his freedom and call that love.
How come? I love my friends, I love
my nation, but I hate other nationalities and races. How come? We
massacred all Indians because we
loved ourselves. What kind of love
is that? We massacred the children.
All genocides are done because they
“love” their nation. It is so interesting. You are doing genocide because
you “love” your nation. You “love”
your pocket, you “love” your dollar. Because you love something, you
hate something else. How come?
Then you love somebody and you
say, “I will give my life for you,” but
then for something he or she does
you hate him or her to death.
These three fundamental principles are so important and they are
called indivisible. You cannot divide
them, make parts, portions, and so
on. Love is love. When you enter
into the consciousness of love, when
you raise your consciousness and
you make your frequency enter into
the fundamental aspect of love,
something happens to you. You start
loving everything. There is no enemy, there is no low and high; there
is no good and bad. You love everything.
“Make me an instrument of
love.” Do we know this kind of love?
No. We already have the love in our
“pocket” and we go with it without
knowing what we have in our
pocket. “Honey bunny, I love you.”
It is trash. What are you saying?
Love must be undivided. Do you
love? Yes. Do you love those who
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hate you? Yes. You are becoming human. Do you love sick people? Do
you love mentally ill people that
plan against you? Yes, I control them
by love. The national politics is no
different. We must love all nations,
not only our nation. But when they
do not agree with us, we destroy
them instead of saying, “We will
control them by love.” All that
money spent for war, destruction,
if we used half of it or a quarter of it
for love, everybody will be satisfied
and people will transform themselves, not become vipers, not become killers. What are you killing?
You are killing yourself. Every time
you kill somebody, you will be killed
by somebody else in the next lives.
It is so strong, so beautiful. Every
time you butcher something, others will butcher you. Whatever you
sow you will reap. That is the fundamental law. It is the Law of Karma
that is in all religions. If you steal,
they will steal from you. Why? It is
because life is balance. You do something wrong; life will make somebody else to do wrong for you so
that it is balanced. It is not punishment for you, but you take it as
punishment. It is terrible. You can
solve your problem, especially in this
solar system, by love, not by willpower, not by intellect.
Two days ago somebody came to
me with her naughty child, really
spoiled. I said, “Mother, leave her
at my office.” I said, “Hi, how are
you?” “Hi,” she answered roughly.
I said, “Say a good hi for me.” “Hi.”
“No, better,” I said. Then she really
said “hi” and we made a contact
there. “Do you know that I love
Continued on page 4
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you?” I asked. “Nobody loves me,” she said. That was
the first announcement. “Nobody loves me, and if
nobody loves me I am going to take revenge with my
bad behavior.” We talked about love, about science,
about psychology. I was not intellectualizing or using
willpower. I used only love. The girl transformed. “I
will never use that drug anymore,” she said. “It is ridiculous.” “I know,” I said. “You know,” I said, “you
teach me.” Then she started teaching me that the drug
gives her a headache, does this and that. I asked, “How
do you know all these things? It is very good information. You are very professional.” It is all love.
In this solar system, in this life, we must all try to
develop techniques of love, along with techniques of
intellect and techniques of willpower. This is very important. Mothers, fathers, friends, use techniques of
love. Develop the techniques, arrange them, categorize them, plan them, organize them so that it is only
love that you are talking. How are you talking, from A
to Z, must be in love. It is so powerful. You can change
people. You can make the stones become human beings.
Understand this. Insensitive, unresponsive people,
those who do not respond, these kinds of people you
can make into responding people, resounding people,
resonating people, because in your consciousness you
are a different man. That person who is sitting with
you eventually feels your resonance and answers to it.
That is the bridge that you build between each other.
It is very beautiful.
It is correctly pointed out that love is a leading and
creative principle. It means that love must be conscious,
striving, self-denying. If you say to someone that you
love, you will be creative. You will create creativity in
him, evoke creativity, evoke self-denial, evoke striving.
Because of your love he or she will strive. To strive
means that he or she will make efforts to be a better
man, a better woman because of your love.
There was a Hindu boy who came to a rich man
and said, “I want to borrow fifty dollars from you.”
“Okay,” the man said. They sat and talked a little and
the man said, “I love you so much. You are a very beautiful, handsome, and intelligent boy.” He gave him fifty
dollars and the boy went here, there, here, there, and

eventually some thoughts came to his mind. “He forgot about these fifty dollars . . . why to bring them
back.” Then he thought, “No, he loves me. I cannot
betray his love.” Eventually with much trouble the boy
brought the fifty dollars back to the rich man. The boy
said. “Your love was always a guarding, guiding principle.”
If you love your daughter really, she will enter every
kind of trouble but will come back. What is that which
is bringing her back? It is your love. It is not your intellect, not your “Come back you rascal” thoughts. It
is your love, but it will be a real love that she registers
and senses. When she senses it, it is divine alchemy. It
is a different something — that if I love you really, and
I impress you sincerely that I love you, you may do
every kind of betrayal, everything bad and nasty, but
eventually that point in your heart which is my love
brings you to your senses. That is the splendid thing.
It brings you to your senses. “What am I doing? I must
go home.”
What is the home? If someone loves you, that is
your home. You do not have any other home. Ask yourself, where is your home — your wife’s home, your
husband’s home? If he loves, yes; if she loves, yes, that
is your home. If someone in the forest loves you, that
is your home. It is not your intellect, it is not your
willpower. You impress that girl, that man with real
love.
A man on a motorcycle came here one day. He was
a very good man, muscles and so on. He came and
brought the motorcycle very close to me and said, “I
want to see the head of this organization.” I was dressed
simply. I said, “It is me.” “You? You are not even well
dressed.” I said, “Yes, I am working a little, painting,
and so on.” He said, “OK man, let us go sit and talk.”
He asked some questions. I did not philosophize myself, make myself a Master, a guru. I just gave a simple
answer. He said, “You are talking so simply. How
come?” I said, “Great things are simple. Everything
must not be complicated. Complication is the result
of misunderstanding things. If you really understand
the essence of something, it is so simple.” We talked a
little and then I loved that man so much and looked at
him. He was wasting his time, his energy on motor-
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Current Events
Free Booklets and other website Wesak 2002 Annual Conference TS Archiving Project
services
Our Third Annual Wesak ConTSG has begun the massive
1. Several of Torkom’s booklets
are available online free of charge,
as are chapter reprints from some
of the published books. These items
are a great way to intorduce people
to the writings of Torkom.
2. The complete schedule for
2002 Full Moons as well as the dates
for lecture and meditation for the
entire year in Cave Creek is now
available online. Call us if you wish
to have a copy mailed to you.

Lecture Video Sale
We are offering a select number
of Torkom’s lecture vidoes for
$15.00, which is 40% off list price
— a $10 savings on each video.
Many titles are still available. Contact us for more details or see our
website.

ference will take place April 25th
through April 28th in Sedona, Arizona. Our focus of study are the
Teachings of Agni Yoga with special emphasis on health and healing. We will have wonderful speakers, sacred songs and dances, special Wesak meditation, and group
discussion. The first Annual Leadership Meeting will also be
launched. If you do not have a brochure, call us for a copy or see our
website for detailed information.

project of archiving all of Torkom’s
published works.
Our vision is to put all the books
online in a secure database format
that will be fully searchable and
cross-referenced. Interested persons
will have the most comprehensive
tools imaginable at their fingertips.
The published books have a large
variety of software that have been
used over time. So, great care has
been taken to select a format that will
not become obsolete in a few years
and will eventually be able to
Submit an Article for Outreach
If you have a passion to express your accomodate all the published works.
thoughts in writing, then you might
The scope of this project is larger
consider submitting an article you
than anticipated. We have been
have written on any subject in the
given startup monies and need adTeaching. Contact us for submission ditional funding. If you are interrequirements.
ested in helping, please contact us.
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cycles, running after superficial things and so on, but
this was my inner thought. When he turned to leave,
I gave a look to him and said in my mind, “Be a human being,” and he caught that look. “Bye,” he said.
Ten years later he came back. He asked, “Can you be
my Teacher.” He was dressed beautifully, a fantastic
man. He is now in Chicago, my student, so to say.
Isn’t that something? One love look! A love look is
different.
You do not know how much poison, anger, hatred, and malice run through your eyes to others, poisoning their whole atmosphere. I am not joking. This
is real. When I look to somebody who is poison, the
poison is gone. Your look has a mechanism that immediately makes your energy either poison or a benevolent force. There are people who, when they look
at you, you are terrified. It is ugly, it is evil, it is darkness, but there are also looks that love you. It is a

different look. You can experience these things sometimes and find out how they work.
For example, you are driving and suddenly another
driver cuts in front of you and you say, “Son of a gun,”
and so on. Your eyes are the sources of your energy. They
go and cut into their mind. Then maybe you curse five
hundred people. If you are driving on the freeway, God
save you.
One day they brought a very advanced clairvoyant
lady to Buddha. They asked, “Lord Buddha, how come
this woman is so triple clairvoyant?” which is etheric
body, emotional body, and mental body. Her eyes were
so beautiful. He looked at that girl and said, “My good
sons and daughters, listen. In previous many, many lives
she looked to all people with compassionate eyes and
eventually she gained this clairvoyance.” It is very scientific that if continuously you are destroying your subtle,
etheric mechanism in your eyes by channeling poisons
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through them, you cannot develop
it. But by continuously channeling
compassion and love and tolerance
and inclusiveness and oneness, the
mechanism builds and builds and
builds. In the first, second, or third
life it becomes clairvoyance. All
senses have seven powers and those
seven powers are not opened yet.
How will they open? They will open
by your own actions, by your own
activities. What kind of look are you
giving? Sometimes try and catch
yourself when you are giving some
kind of look. Ask yourself, “What
kind of look is this?” It is very
strange.
The strangest thing is that love
must be conscious striving. Love
must be self-denying. Maybe striving is there, maybe consciousness is
there, but self-denial is not there.
Self-denial says, “Be anything that
you want to be and I will not kill
you. I will not prevent your dinner
or lunch or breakfast. I will not prevent your joys. I love you.” That is
self-denial. “If you want to sleep on
my side of the bed, okay. I will just
sleep over there. If you want to eat
my dinner, eat my bread also.” But
we are spoiled. The new civilization
and new ways of interrelationship
have totally spoiled us. “Me, mine,
ours.” There is no self-denial. We
are suffering because we are going
against the principles of life. That is
where it ends. We are knocking our
forehead into a law of the Universe
and being hurt. There is no self-denial. Self-denial means complete
love. Of course people will manipulate you, will exploit you, will use
you. Okay, let them use you.

A few years ago some lady who
was very close to my activities came
to me and said, “Do not let people
exploit you.” It was nice mental advice. Then I thought, “She is right.
When I need rest, people are coming, talking. When I want to eat, I
cannot eat. What is this? I must start
thinking how to stop that.” Then I
said, “No, I am on the wrong freeway. Let them exploit me, let them
manipulate me, let them eat me, finish me. That is where I am achieving.” I changed. Now if I am tired
you can come and sit there for another ten hours and I will receive
energy. I am telling you about you,
for you. Never hesitate to be burdened by the burden of love. Never
hesitate. Let them enjoy that they
are deceiving this man, deceiving
this woman, manipulating her. If
you say, “She is very easy to manipulate. Oh, how nice it is,” you are
making lots of debts. Later you are
going to pay for them. As far as the
man is concerned, as far as the
woman is concerned, it is self-denial. Take whatever comes because
actually, in essence, if you think in
good meditation, nothing belongs
to you. Nothing belongs to yourself. Your body does not belong to
you, your emotions do not belong
to you, your mind does not belong
to you. Nothing you have belongs
to you. Finished. When you are cut
from the life, nothing belongs to
you. So if nothing belongs to you,
let them take it. It is so nice.
One day I met a New Age teenager and I was talking to her. She
was saying that a thief came and
stole her radio and other equipment.
I suddenly said, “How bad it is.

How bad it is that they stole from
you.” “Oh no,” she said, “do not be
so excited. They needed it. They
took it.” I did not understand. I
said, “I must find that man and
squeeze his head and beat him and
put him in prison.” “This is not
your business,” she said. But look
at her answer. She got me. I was very
guilty. I said, “Yeah,” and I came to
my senses. What are we teaching —
punishment, prison, danger, and so
on? I am not talking against the law.
That law does whatever it wants, but
it is your attitude. Let him steal.
Maybe you do not need that television. You buy another one if you
can. Get rid of it. If people take this
kind of attitude your homes will not
be locked. Everybody can take and
bring everything they want. Some
people will ask, “What are you saying? It is impossible. It cannot be.”
Is that not true? But you say, “I
love.” It is self-denial. Creativeness
requires these three qualities: consciousness, striving, and self-denial.
And if love is marked by self-enfeeblement, disintegration and service
to self, it will not be the highest concept of humanity…. Let me talk
about self-enfeeblement. You make
yourself appear weak, begging, tired
so that you evoke love. Every husband does it. “Oh, ah, honey
bunny.” It creates love but it is not
love. It is self-enfeeblement. You
make yourself feeble so that you create love. How many games and dramas are conducted in homes along
these lines? Friends and family
members all play it. Do not say that
you do not do it. It is selfish. It is a
manipulation of somebody else to
create love.
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The heart filled to the brim with
love will be active, valiant and will
expand to its capacity. It will expand
into the spheres of bliss. If only you
sense that love and bring a portion
into your heart, you will be beautiful. You will be almost invulnerable.
Nobody can hurt you. We are hurt,
we suffer, we have pain and suffering because we allow these things
to enter into us, but if the love is
there in your heart, you do not do

nasty things. You are in bliss. Bliss
means to be in equilibrium, in love,
in joy, in happiness, in right relationship, in beauty. That is what you
become.
Such a heart may pray without
words and may bathe in Bliss. How
greatly in need is humanity of the realization of the fire of love! The verse
ends with a mysterious thing. M.M.
says, To such a fire will correspond a
purple star of the highest tension. A
purple star begins to shine in the
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sphere when your heart is filled with
love. A center of highest intellect
and intuition and beauty and energy starts to watch you because you
made your heart full of love. From
that moment on you do not have
any loneliness. You have your guide.
The star is guiding you. That is the
love!
Reprinted from Talks on Agni, Vol. 3,
Ch. 27 by Torkom Saraydarian.
All Rights Reserved.

People of Courage - by Marie Constas
Courage is a fiery virtue of the spiritual heart.
Courage enables a disciple to stand fast in the midst of
opposition, hardship and danger. Courage makes you
a lion of the heart, a spiritual warrior, awake,
discriminating and able to survey the battleground of
life with fearlessness. As the lion roars his thunderous
call, the disciple proclaims his reign over his or her
physical, emotional, and mental battlefield. Disciples
begin to conquer their weaknesses and with wisdom
clean the landmines of negativity waiting to explode
in their nature. Disciples learn to train their personality
and build a bridge to the higher worlds, developing
initiative and efficiency in action as they enter the Great
Service of God.
You need courage to face what you do not like in
yourself. When you have courage you can detach
yourself from self-pity and touchiness. You dare to take
calculated risks in life. A courageous disciple welcomes
the challenge of some insecurity or danger, because
danger sharpens vigilance and thereby strengthens
consciousness. Every act of courageous service, no
matter how small, gradually pushes open the gates of
the higher worlds, enabling divine light, love, and
power to reach you more fully.
When you express courage you link yourself to a
great source of energy. Without courage you cannot
become a spiritual warrior. The highest courage results
from linking yourself to the will of the Commander in
Chief of the kingdom of God, our Lord Christ. When

you vow to carry out the will of the Lord, you develop
a highly charged magnetic field around you that draws
the energy of Christ to you, and He sends invisible
helpers from the higher worlds to assist you in your
service.
Assignment
1. Ask yourself what battlegrounds you have in
your life. Do you regard obstacles as means
to strengthen your consciousness, or do you
shrink away into fear and negativity? You
develop courage only when you face dangers
and obstacles.
2. Write a list of your obstacles.
3. Bless each of your obstacles, because it will
be through them that you advance on the
Christ Way.
4. Look for someone in your life or in your
reading who is an example of high courage.
What do you admire in that person? How
did that person express courage?
5. List ways to express courage in your own life.
A courageous disciple is a lion of the heart, full
of gracious, loving-kindness, compassion and
wisdom in action, ready to leap into the battle of
life and do the will of God.
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The Torkom Saraydarian University
In January we start the new calender year, and in March we start the new spiritual year in Aries. This is the
time of renewal and renewed commitment to the development and transformation of our lives. Establishing a
spiritual University was Torkom’s major goal. You can be a part of the actualization of that dream by participating in its development and growth. Systematic study of the Teaching gives you the training and discipline
needed to transform your life. Two new courses have just been added to our curriculum:
1. Challenge for Discipleship Course takes you through this magnificent workbook, one Chapter at a time,
and challenges you to be a more efficient, striving, and disciplined person. You will see real results after
working with this course.
2. Agni Yoga 101 Stories is a course designed for the artistic person. Utilizing stories compiled from the
Agni Yoga books, this course helps you enhance and expand your artistic talents while you deepen your
understanding of the Teaching of Living Ethics.
Contact us or visit our website at www.TorkomSaraydarianUniversity.org for more details and other courses
best suited to your needs

Free catalog of books and music, Audio and Video lecture tape lists available
online and mailed by request.
All quoted materials copyrighted by The Creative Trust, by permission of copyright holder. All Rights Reserved.

Class Schedule
March and April 2002 Schedule of Events

• The March and April Full Moon Celebrations in Cave Creek will be on Tuesdays (7 pm - 8 pm) as noted
below.
• Easter will be celebrated at TSG on Sunday, March 31st, 10 am - 11 am.
• Wesak Annual Conference will be on April 25th - 28th. Deadline to register is April 11th.
• We will continue with the Torkom Saraydarian University classes on the subject of Higher Diemensions and
Other Worlds. See our website www.TorkomSaraydarianUniversity.org for more information.

Cave Creek Schedule
28641 N. 63rd pl. Cave Creek, AZ 85331
Tel: 480-502-1909 | Fax: 480-502-0713
info@tsgfoundation.org | www.tsgfoundation.org
Bookstore hours: Monday – Friday 9am – 5pm
MARCH

5 th

7-8 pm: TSU: Higher Dimensions and Other Worlds

12

th

7-8 pm: TSU: Higher Dimensions and Other Worlds

19

th

7-8 pm: TSU: Higher Dimensions and Other Worlds

Tuesday

26 th 7 pm - 8 pm: Sun in Aries: Lecture and meditation with Gita Saraydarian. All welcome.
Love Offering.

Sunday

31st 10 am - 11 am: Easter Sunday Celebration: Ressurection of Christ. Lecture and meditation
with Gita Saraydarian. All welcome. Love offering.
nd

th

th

2 , 9 , 16 — No classes, preparation for Wesak.

APRIL

23 rd 7-8 pm: Sun in Taurus: “How to Prepare for the Wesak Full Moon” Lecture and
meditation with Gita Saraydarian. All welcome. Love Offering.

Sedona Schedule
Ageless Wisdom Group
Sedona Creative Life Center, 333 Schnebley Hill Road. For directions please call 520-282-9300.
MARCH

31 st The Sun in Aries: Lecture and Meditation with Damon Catizone. 11 am - 12 noon.
Love Offering.

APRIL

28 th The Sun in Taurus: Lecture and Meditation with Damon Catizone. 11am - 12 noon.
Love Offering.

TSG Foundation website: www.tsgfoundation.org
The Torkom Saraydarian University website: www.TorkomSaraydarianUniversity.org
Email: info@tsgfoundation.org
TSG Office Volunteers Needed: If you have good office skills and are good with details, we can use your help
We need all kinds of helpers at our Cave Creek Offices. Call us for details. 480-502-1909

WESAK
2

0

0

TSG Publishing Foundation, Inc.

2

The Agni Yoga Teachings
The Fire of the Living Ethics
April 25th - 28th
SIGN UP
Name: _________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________
Telephone: ______________________________________
Visa: Mastercard: Discover: AmEx: Check:
Account# ________ / ________ / _________ / ________
Exp. Date: _____ / ______ Signature:________________
Donation: ______________________________________
Check here if you would like an information packet on Sedona
Contact info: info@tsgfoundation.org | 480-502-1909

You are invited to attend
our Third Annual Wesak
Conference in April 2002
The theme of this conference will
be the Agni Yoga Teachings. We will
focus on keynotes that form the
foundation of Agni Yoga and
continue with our practice of Sacred
Songs and Sacred Dances. On the
evening of the 26th, we will have a
Wesak ceremony and meditation to
coincide with the exact time of the
Full Moon. In preparation for this
very important event, we will begin
our conference with Sacred Songs
and Dances.
The First Annual Leadership
Meeting will be held on Sunday,
th
April 28 . If you are a leader/teacher
of any size group, you are welcome
to attend.

